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WHY WE NEED TO EXERCISE OUR BACK AND JOINTS
80% of the population suffers from one or more episodes of back pain in their
lifetime. Each day we subject our body, particularly our back and joints, to static
and dynamic stress. This means that while we are sitting, standing, or moving
we engage some form of our spine and other joints, which could result in an
injury if they are not conditioned properly.
What this means is that we need to properly balance our spine and joints with
effective strengthening and stretching exercises.

WHAT IS THE CORE?
Let's get to the core first, of balancing our bodies.
The core or the "powerhouse" of the body is the trunk, stemming from below
the chest to the pubic bone or pelvic region in the front, and the lumbar region in
the back.
It is referred to as the powerhouse because it is like our central engine, which
means all movement and control of our body comes from this central engine.
The core of ourselves needs to be working and conditioned properly before we
can function without limitations.

WHY DON’T COMMON LOWER BACK EXERCISES WORK?
Lower back exercises are widely used but fail to isolate the pelvis (in effect they
allow it to rotate) so spinal flexion and extension are minimized during the
exercise. This incorrect training allows the gluteal muscles and hamstrings to
strengthen, but not the erector spinae muscles in the spine, which is our goal.
So…we end up with tight hamstrings and big strong glute muscles with a weak
back.
Most people train the stabilizing muscles (core area) incorrectly or perform
advanced exercises without first mastering the fundamentals.
Once you can properly isolate your Transversus Abdominus muscles (I will
refer to them as the TVA - these are the deeply embedded abdominal muscles
that surround and strengthen your spine), then you can begin a spinal
stabilization and strengthening program.
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WHAT IS NEUTRAL SPINE AND WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT?
Your shoulders and upper back often hold much of the tension in your body.
Most of this is due to incorrect posture.
Learning to first stabilize your core by using the proper muscles to hold your
spine in neutral will help you to decrease some of the pain and tension you are
feeling.
All of your arm movements originate in the muscles of your middle back, just
below your shoulder blades. Your shoulders should not lift up just because your
arms do.
Pull your shoulders up to your ears and now drop them down in a relaxed
position--this is where you want them all the time.
Neutral Spine works with the natural curves in your spine, so strengthening your
spine in this position is most effective at keeping the length/tension balances in
your body that will, in turn, ward off pain and injury.
Upper Body: When standing, your ears should be right over your shoulders,
chin pulled back and parallel to the floor. Your chest should be lifted, which
releases your shoulders down and back, and your ribcage should float directly
over your hips.
Lower Body: Lift your buttocks gently, pulling the tailbone down. This
movement engages your abdominal muscles by drawing your navel to your
spine, and causes your lower ribs to draw in as well. Your hips should be open
and extended, floating over your knees, which float over your ankles.
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WHY PILATES WORKS WHEN OTHER EXERCISES DON’T
Isolating muscle groups (as most exercise programs teach us to do) does not
prepare our bodies for the daily living activities and sports that we need to be
conditioned for.
The Pilates-based exercises outlined here are designed to stabilize the core in
neutral while integrating the whole body to work together. This is how the body
functions in daily activities and sports.
For each exercise in this program, I outline the reason for performing it, body
position, action performed, and any modifications you can use. The exercises are
color coded to correspond with the level: Beginning, Intermediate, or Advanced.
Beginner Level is recommended for starters. Once you can perform all or most of
the exercises with no pain, you may progress to the Intermediate level and then
to Advanced.
For some of the exercises you may be able to do the Advanced level and others
only the Beginner level, depending on where you are strong and weak. It is okay
to mix up the workouts and pick and choose the exercises that work best for you.
Note: Always check with your doctor before beginning any exercise program to
understand what is absolutely contraindicated for you.
And…remember anytime you begin an exercise program you may experience
some discomfort.
But…If you experience pain or discomfort lasting more than 2 days following
your exercise program and have adjusted it with the modifications listed,
discontinue and see your doctor.
The cautions and modifications for certain health conditions are in red.
For some of you, just performing these workouts will be enough to keep you
strong and healthy. Others may wish to advance beyond this program and start
incorporating what you have learned here into a safe and effective strength
training program using weights, balls, and bands that will challenge you further.
This may be useful for those of you who play golf, tennis, swim, run, bike, or
would like to improve yourself in other aspects of your life.
After following this program and working towards the advanced workout, you will
start to notice how much better your back and joints feel after you do your
workouts. You will feel more energized and go through your day with the ease
and efficiency you’ve been waiting for.
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FOLLOW THESE PRINCIPLES:
1. Lifted Core - Keep your stomach muscles lifted toward your spine and up
and under your ribcage. Do not lift your shoulders when you do this.

2. Neutral Spine - Keep the natural curve in your lumbar spine (lower back).
If you are lying on a mat, feel the back of your head, shoulders, middle
ribs, hips, and tailbone in contact with the mat. In some cases you will
work with the spine flat, only when the head is lifted.

2. Side Lying Position - Hip stacked over hip and shoulder over shoulder.
Legs long and piked slightly forward at the waist for balance.
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3. Wide Shoulders - To find the right spot, extend your arms out to the
sides, then lower them and imagine your shoulders are still out where your
fingertips were. This will prevent rounding your shoulders.

4. C-Shaped Spine - In some exercises you may flex the spine. Imagine
yourself arcing from your head to tailbone over a giant ball, and you don’t
want to squeeze it flat.
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5. Head Float - Whenever you lift your head for an exercise, the work comes
from your abdominal muscles to support the head in this position. “Float”
your head, nodding your chin about a fist length from your chest, folding
just under the chest to support it.

6. Breathing - Inhale deeply through your nose, feeling your ribcage expand
out to the sides. Feel like you are breathing into your upper back. Then
exhale through your mouth, scooping out your lower abdominal muscles.
Breathing is the key to making your Pilates movements fluid and efficient.
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PILATES STANDING BALANCE EXERCISES
Exercise 1: Toe and Heel Rock
Why: To warm up your feet and ankles by increasing blood flow to your feet and
legs. When you raise your toes, it strengthens the most important muscle for
balance, the dorsiflexor on the top of your foot.
Position: Stand tall with your feet under your hips and weight distributed evenly
between your big toe and pinky toe and into your heels.
Action: Rock up onto the balls of your feet and then back on your heels. Keep
your body tall and in line, only moving your feet and ankles.

Notes: Imagine being drawn to the ceiling by the top of your head.
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Exercise 2: Spine Twist
Why: To learn to rotate your spine and release tension in your upper back. To
stretch your upper back and ribcage muscles and strengthen the muscles at your
waist.
Position: Stand with your feet hip width apart and arms extended out from your
shoulders with soft elbows.
Action: Keeping your hips facing forward, inhale as you twist at the waist, then
exhale to twist back to start position. Your eyes should follow the hand that is
reaching back as your head turns with the rest of your spine.

Notes: Keep your shoulders aligned over your hips. You should feel space
between your ribs and hips like a hot air balloon floating up over its basket. Feel
yourself wringing out at the waist like a wet towel.
Caution: If you have stenosis, osteoporosis or any pain in your spine, make sure
that your whole body turns together (hips turn with you).
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Exercise 3: One Leg Stand
Why: To strengthen both your legs individually, and to help balance and center
the core areas of your body such as your trunk, pelvis, and scapulae.
You may notice you have an easier time balancing on a certain side. That's why
it is so important for you to strengthen your legs individually, to bring balance to
your body.
Position: Stand tall and neutral (ears over shoulders, over hips, over knees,
over ankles, chest lifted and arms relaxed at your side). Distribute your weight
evenly through both feet between your big toe and pinky toe and the heel.
Action: Inhale and feel the length up through your spine, zipping up the
abdominals like putting on a tight pair of jeans.
Keeping your pelvis (hips) level, you may want to place your hands on your hip
bones. Do not tip, but shift your weight over one leg as you lift the other leg.
Hold for 5 counts and then switch to the other leg.

Notes: Keep thinking of lengthening your spine and waist, standing taller and
keeping your hips level as you lift up out of them.
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Variations on One-Leg Stand
Once you are stable on one leg, you can begin moving the other leg while
remaining stable. Try Leg Swings and Leg Circles!

Leg Swings
Action: Stand in neutral on one leg and swing the other
leg forward and back, keeping your hips quiet and even.
Repeat 4-8 swings on each leg.

Leg Circles
Action: Stand in neutral on one
leg with your arms floating out to
the sides. Extend the other leg in
front of you and make small circles,
staying lifted up and out of your
stable hips. Repeat 4-8 circles on
each leg.
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Exercise 4: Star Against the Wall
Why: To improve posture and balance by strengthening and lengthening from
your core, arms, and legs.
Position: Stand against a wall with your feet about 6 inches away and
shoulders, head, and buttocks in contact with the wall. Extend your arms out from
your shoulders with soft elbows.
Action: Leaning against the wall, start to shift your weight over one leg as you
extend the other out to the side, like you are tipping sideways.
Extend your arms, legs, and head out from the core of your body, stretching
yourself into five points like a star. Keep your shoulders, head, and bottom
against the wall at all times.
Now shift your weight to the other leg and repeat the action. Do this 4-6 times on
each side.

Notes: Pull your abdominal muscles in as you
extend your five points out from the center of
your star. H
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Pilates Back and Joint Exercise Program
Exercise 1: Neutral Spine/Abdominal Bracing
Why: To learn how to develop your Transversus Abdominal muscles to support
and stabilize your spine in neutral, protecting it from everyday stressors.
Position: Lie on your back with knees bent and feet flat. Your arms are at your
sides.
Action: Allow your tailbone to drop into the floor. Notice that this creates a small
arch in your back; it is natural to have a slight lumbar curve. Now bring your
focus up to your ribcage (thoracic spine area) and gently pull your middle ribs
down so they are in contact with the mat.
Sometimes this action will cause your chin to tilt up. Correct this by pulling your
chin toward your chest gently and lengthening through the back of your neck and
out through the crown of your head.
Breathing: Inhale, and feel your ribcage expand as you fill up with air. Exhale
without changing your spine position and expel all the air out, drawing your navel
to your spine. Imagine you are a balloon expanding as you inhale, filling up with
air. The balloon deflates as you exhale, expelling all of the air out.

Notes: Feel your tailbone on the mat, the natural curve in your lumbar spine
(lower back), and your ribcage pulled down. Your chin is pulled down (you may
need a pillow for your head to maintain this position). Feel the natural curve in
your cervical spine area, with length in the back of your neck. The back of your
head is touching the mat.
Your back should not be flattened or “imprinted” to the mat.
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Variations while holding Neutral Spine: These are great for your shoulder
range of motion, as well as feeling your arms plugged into your back or at the
sides of your ribcage (remember, the work comes from the back).
Beginner Level Neutral Spine Exercises:
Opposite Arm and Leg Stretch: Holding your neutral spine with both arms
reaching to the ceiling, inhale as you extend one arm overhead and extend the
opposite leg away, reaching out through your heel. Exhale as you bring them
back to the starting position. Alternate sides for about 6-8 repetitions.

Ribcage Arms: Holding neutral spine and keeping your lower posterior ribs
down, inhale as you reach your arms up and overhead. Feel your lower traps (in
the back) engage to pull your scapula down.
Exhale as you reach your arms back up and then lower them to your sides.
Keep feeling the trapezius muscles in your back pulling your scapula (shoulder
blades) down throughout the movement. Feel your arms plugged into your back.
Repeat 6-8 times.
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Angel Arms: Holding neutral spine, inhale as you reach your arms up and
overhead on the floor. Exhale as you sweep your arms out to the sides and back
down to your hips.
Feel your scapula slide around your back and the work coming from the
trapezius again, pulling it down and around. Repeat 4-6 times in each direction.

Intermediate level: Neutral spine with more work in abdominal bracing to
hold legs in the air.
Tabletop with Leg Extension: Holding your neutral spine, slowly bring one
knee up to a 90-degree angle, then the other knee, so your upper legs make a
tabletop position with the lower legs at a 90 degree angle with the upper. Try to
hold this position while breathing in and out for 10 breaths.

Note: It's important to keep your tailbone down and the middle part of your
ribcage pulled into the mat. If you feel pain in your lower back, it means you are
arching too much. If this case, keep working on the neutral position with the feet
down until you are able to maintain neutral with tabletop.
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Advanced level: This is a great exercise to challenge your core while
moving both your arms and legs.

Tabletop with opposite arm and leg stretch: Holding neutral spine with your
legs in tabletop, raise your arms above your chest. Slowly extend one leg away
from center and drop the opposite arm overhead, keeping your lower ribs and
tailbone in contact with the mat.
Exhale as you pull arm and leg back to center. Alternate for 6-8 repetitions.
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Exercise 2: Articulating Bridge
Why: To improve pelvic stability by strengthening the deeper muscles in your
buttocks. Helps to mobilize your spine by opening up the vertebrae and allowing
cerebral spinal fluid to flow through and nourish your spinal canal. It’s
energizing!
Position: Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet hip width apart on the
floor. Arms are relaxed at your side with palms face down.
Action: As you exhale, scoop out your abdominals, curling your tailbone and
pressing your lower back into the floor. Slowly articulate or peel one vertebra at a
time off the floor from your tailbone until your weight is supported evenly in your
feet and shoulder blades.
Inhale at the top, then exhale as you peel your spine back down onto the mat.
Lower or roll down one vertebrae at a time from the ribcage, then lumbar spine,
then lengthen out through your tailbone, arching your back slightly as you release
your tailbone down.

Notes: Imagine opening up the spaces between your vertebrae, stretching them
as you articulate your spine up and down. Imagine your spine like a strand of
pearls peeling up off the floor, and then visualize laying the pearls back down
one by one.
Caution: If you have osteoporosis, you should bridge up only with a neutral
spine. Use your abdominal muscles to lift your hips and lower your ribcage all at
once.
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Beginner Level Bridge: Great for dynamic torso stabilization.
Toe and Heel Raises: Start in the bridge position with your ankles directly under
your knees. Keeping your spine and hips stable, slowly rock your heels and then
your toes off the floor.
Keep the feeling of your navel being drawn toward your spine to stay lifted using
the transverse abdominals (deep abdominal muscles). Alternate toes and heels
for 8-10 repetitions.

Intermediate Level Bridge: Strengthens your gluteals and hamstrings while
stabilizing your pelvis.
Marching: Start from the bridge position with your ankles under your knees and
feet hip width apart. Slowly lift one foot off the floor only an inch or two, bringing
the knee up towards the ceiling.
Keep your hips level and spine stable. Alternate lifting for 6-8 steps.
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Advanced Level Bridge: Also great for pelvic stability, but more
challenging.
Bridge with leg extension: This is a very advanced movement and should only
be performed when you are able to execute the others with stability and no pain.
From the bridge position with your pelvis stable, press one foot into the floor and
extend the other leg out to a 45 degree angle. Move slowly and repeat about 4
times on each leg.

Modification: If you find your spine is sagging, slide your elbows and hands
under your bottom for support.
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Exercise 3: Shoulder Shrugs and Scapular Protraction/Retraction
Why: This exercise helps to lubricate your shoulder joints while decreasing
tension in your upper back and neck.
Position: Lie on your back with your knees bent and arms at your side. If
needed, use a pillow to keep the back of your neck long and chin pulled down.
Shoulder Shrugs: Inhale and slide your shoulders up towards your ears. Exhale
as you slide your shoulders back down, reaching out from your fingertips to the
end of the mat.
Feel the length in the back of your neck and out through the crown of your head
as you feel your shoulders sliding down the mat. Keep your shoulder blades in
contact with the mat. Repeat 4-8 times, slowly moving in and out of the stretch.

Scapular Protraction/Retraction: Reach your hands and arms straight up to
the ceiling over your chest.
As you inhale, spread your shoulder blades apart. Your arms stay long and reach
for the ceiling. Exhale as you let your arms slide back into your shoulder sockets,
bringing your shoulder blades back towards each other.
Repeat 6-10 times, again moving slowly in and out of the stretch.

Notes: Keep your spine in neutral and start
with smaller movements, moving into a larger
range. Keep arms long but not locked at the
elbow.
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Exercise 4: Knee Sways
Why: To work the obliques (muscles at the waist) while achieving spinal rotation
and a lower back stretch.
Position: Lie on your back with knees bent and a small towel or pillow between
your knees, feet flat, and arms out to the side away from your body with palms
up.
Action: Exhale as you pull the muscles at your waist to one side. Inhale as you
allow your knees to sway to that side of your body, peeling your ribs, waist, and
then opposite buttock off the mat.
Feel a gentle stretch and rotation in your spine. Keep both shoulders heavy on
the mat. Exhale again to initiate the action of your abdominal oblique muscle,
pulling back to the center and peeling your buttocks, waist, and then ribs back
into the mat. Repeat 4-6 times per side.

Notes: Keep your knees aligned and your shoulders on the mat. Each time you
rotate, exhale and use your abdominal muscles to protect your spine.

Caution: Use this modification if you have spinal stenosis, osteoporosis, or have
been told not to do spinal rotation exercises. Keep your feet down, your back
and buttocks in contact with the mat. Just let your knees sway a little bit side-toside, controlling the motion with your abdominal muscles.
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Advanced Variation Knee Sway: Start with your knees and legs up in the
tabletop position.
As you exhale, slowly lower your knees toward the floor, keeping your knees and
ankles aligned. Control the motion by contracting your abdominal muscles, rather
than just dropping your knees to the side.
Inhale to hold the stretch and then exhale as you draw your knees back to the
starting position, slowly peeling your ribs, waist, and then buttocks back into the
mat. Repeat 4-6 times per side.
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Exercise 5: Hundreds
Why: The Hundreds not only warms up and strengthens your abdominal
muscles and your arms at the shoulder joint, but it also works your respiratory
muscles with the quick pulse breathing.
The breaths consist of 5 sniffs in and 5 breaths out for 10 sets, hence the
name “Hundreds.”
Beginner Level Hundreds:
Position: Lie on a mat with your knees bent and feet on the floor. Reach your
arms long toward your toes and hover them about 1-2 inches off the floor. Your
head and shoulders can be either lifted or down.
Movement: Pulse your arms up and down at your side energetically, keeping
time to a 3-count breath. Inhale like you are sniffing 3 flowers, and then exhale
like you are blowing out 3 candles.

Notes: Keep your head and torso still as you pulse your arms at your sides.
Remember these are controlled pulses, like you are pressing a pile of sand on
either side of your hips.
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Intermediate Level Hundreds:
Position: Lie on a mat with your feet off the floor and knees bent at a 90-degree
angle in tabletop.
Keep your arms long and about one inch off the floor. Your head and shoulders
should be curled off the floor, using your abdominal muscles to support your
head. Feel a fold just under your chest and flatten your tummy.
Make sure to keep your spine in a flat or neutral position, meaning your mid ribcage stays connected to the mat.
Movement: Pulse your arms up and down at your side energetically, keeping
time to the 5-count breath in and the 5-count breath out.

Advanced Level Hundreds:
Position: Lie on a mat with both legs extended out somewhere between a 90degree and a 45-degree angle to the floor. Curl your head and shoulders off the
mat with your arms long and lifted.
Caution: The farther you lower your legs, the harder your abs have to work to
keep your spine in neutral. If your ribs pull off the mat, you have come out of
neutral and you will have a pain in your back!
If you feel a pull in your back and cannot keep your ribs connected, raise your
legs higher to the ceiling.
Movement: Pulse your arms up and down at your side energetically, keeping
time to the 5-count breath in and the 5-count breath out.
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Exercise 6: Single Leg Stretch
Why: To stabilize your pelvis, scapulae, and trunk while working the muscles at
your hip and knee joints.
Position: Lie on your back and pull your right knee to your chest. Place your left
hand on your knee and right hand on your ankle. Extend your left leg off the mat
and lift your head and shoulders off the mat. Feel the lower part of your shoulder
blades on the mat.
Action: Alternate pulling one knee to your chest and extending the opposite leg
away, feeling your leg stretch and your hip open up. Breathe in and out as you
switch legs for 6-8 repetitions.
Notes: Keep your head and torso still while only moving your arms and legs.
Extend one leg far away as you draw the other deep into you.

Beginner Level with Head Down: Extend your legs up to the ceiling.

Intermediate Level with Head Float: Fold just under your chest and feel the
work in your abdominal muscles to keep your head lifted about a fist’s distance
from your chest. Extend your legs to the ceiling so that your back stays flat. Bend
and extend legs for 8-10 repetitions.
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Advanced Level with Head Float: Fold just under your chest and feel the work
in your abdominal muscles to keep your head lifted about a fist’s distance from
your chest. Lower your legs to about a 45-degree angle. Keep the lower part of
your shoulder blades in contact with mat. Bend and extend legs for 8-10
repetitions.

Notes: Stayed lifted in the head and shoulders really using your abdominals as
you pull the knee deep into yourself while extending the other leg.
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Exercise 7: Rollup
Why: Articulates or opens the vertebra of your spine, stretching your back and
strengthening your deep transverse abdominal muscles.
Beginner Level Rollup with Softee Ball at your Back:
Position: Sit tall with your legs extended and fingertips reaching towards your
feet.
Action: As you exhale, scoop out your abdominals and reach your waistline
back toward the ball, letting it support your lower back. Inhale and hold as you
drop your shoulders. Exhale to curl yourself forward, leading with the crown of
your head.

Intermediate Level Rollup with Band:
Position: Sit tall with legs extended and the stretch band wide around your feet.
Action: As you exhale, scoop out your abdominals and keep some tension on
the band as you reach your waistline toward the mat. You may want to peel your
spine down all the way, or just to your shoulder blades.
Inhale as you bring your head up first. Exhale and with long arms, roll your spine
back up, keeping your bottom anchored to the mat. Be sure to keep tension on
the band.
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Advanced Level Rollup:
Position: Sit tall with your legs extended and arms reaching forward. Your
bottom/hips act as a support or anchor for this exercise.
Action: Take a breath in and as you exhale scoop out your abdominals. Reach
your waistline toward the mat, rolling your spine down one vertebra at a time.
Inhale deeply, letting your spine stretch out on the mat. Exhale as you curl from
your head, peeling your spine back up the mat one vertebra at a time.

Notes: Use your ABS! Do not use momentum to perform this exercise, as it
might strain your back and cause tightness in the hip flexors. Using momentum
is not as effective in strengthening your abdominal muscles.
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Exercise 8: Leg Circles
Why: To maintain a neutral and stable pelvis and trunk while releasing your
superficial hip flexors and activating the deeper muscles of your hips.
Position: Lie on your back with one leg extended and anchored to the mat.
Extend the other leg toward the ceiling just below a 90-degree angle to your
trunk.
Action: Keeping your pelvis neutral and abdominal muscles tight, feel your thigh
bone slide down into your hip socket. Circle your leg about 6 times in each
direction. First reach your leg across the midline of your body, around and up.
Then circle the other way, reaching out to the side, around and up.
Inhale as you circle your leg and exhale as you pull it back to the top.
Notes: Think about keeping your torso and opposite leg anchored to the mat.
Also, be sure your pelvis stays still as you circle (no rocking hips).

Advanced Level Leg Circles: As described above.
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Intermediate Level Leg Circles With Band: Use a rope or band around the foot
of your extended leg. The band will help to support some of the weight of the leg
and allow for a larger range of motion.
Keep your elbows anchored at your sides and let your leg circle freely, not
pulling with your hands.

Beginner Level Leg Circles Modification: Bend your knee in the air with your
opposite leg extended on the mat. Make smaller circles with your knee. Focus
on the sensation of your thigh rotating in your hip socket.

Notes: Keep the pelvis very still by focusing on tightening the abdominal
muscles. This will keep you from rocking side to side. If you do rock make the
circles smaller until your core is strong enough to support a larger range of
motion.
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Exercise 9: Teaser
Why: To learn controlled articulation of your spine using the deep transverse
abdominals without rolling. This exercise is very effective for strengthening your
deep core muscles.
Intermediate Level Teaser:
Position: Start balanced on your tailbone holding under your bent knees. Your
chest is high with your shoulders down, and the back of your neck is long.

Movement: Inhale as you hold your balance to prepare. Exhale as you gently
press your heels away, still holding behind your knees. Articulate your spine
down, reaching your waistband to the mat.
Bend your knees up into a tabletop position (90-degree angle) as you bring the
rest of your spine, shoulders and then head down.
Stretch your arms overhead on the mat, letting go of your legs. Keep your knees
bent up at a 90-degree angle with feet off the floor.
Inhale as you stretch your arms. Exhale to circle your arms out to the sides,
reaching under your knees again. Start curling your head and shoulders while
simultaneously peeling your spine off the mat. Gently press your heels down and
out as you curl back up to the balanced “V” position.
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Advanced Level Teaser:
Position: Start in the Pilates Teaser or “V” position. Balance on your tailbone
with legs extended and arms reaching towards your feet. Your chest is high with
your shoulders down, and the back of your neck is long.
Movement: Inhale and hold your balance to prepare. Exhale as you unfold the
“V”, articulating your spine down the mat and simultaneously lowering your legs.
Inhale as you stretch your arms overhead on the mat with legs long. Exhale to
circle your arms out, curling your head and shoulders while simultaneously
peeling your spine and legs back up into the “V” position.

Notes: While rolling back, feel your waistband reaching to the mat, then bring the
rest of your spine, shoulders, and head down. When coming up, fold yourself like
a taco!
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Exercise 10: Mermaid
Why: To stretch and mobilize your whole upper body. This is a feel-good stretch
for anyone who sits at a desk or drives much. A good stretch for people with
scoliosis.
Position: Sit with your legs bent in a 90-degree angle, one leg rolled under and
the other bent in front with your foot against your thigh. Let your hips “settle in.”
Action: Grab the outside of your calf with one hand. Inhale and reach to the
ceiling with the other hand (the one you want to lean on!) Exhale and bend to the
side. Imagine reaching your ribcage to the ceiling.
Switch hands and twist around and back, reaching across the middle of your
body to the backhand.
Notes: Work to keep your sitz bones at the base of your buttocks and hips
anchored to the mat. Focus on the bend or stretch at your ribcage.

Mermaid Modifications shown below: Sitting in a chair is just as effective if
your hips and knees won’t fold as shown above.

Caution: If you have stenosis or osteoporosis, just reach up
without the side-bending.
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Exercise 11: Spine Stretch
Why: To stretch and articulate your spine from the cervical to the lumbar end
with a stable pelvis.
Position: Sit with your legs extended or slightly bent in front of you, hip-width
apart. Be sure your spine is straight, and stretch your arms out in front of you.
Action: Inhale as you lift up out of your hips. Exhale as you roll your spine
forward, scooping out your abdominal muscles like you are reaching over a big
beach ball. Inhale to hold the stretch. Exhale as you roll your spine back up,
stacking it up over your stable hips.

Notes: Keep your buttocks anchored to the mat and feel the stretching and
flexion in your spine.

Beginner Level Spine Stretch Modifications: This one should feel good for
those with spinal stenosis.
Do the same exercise sitting in a chair. Start tall, then roll your spine forward and
down to the floor. Peel your spine back up over your hips until you are sitting tall
again.

Caution: If you have osteoporosis, avoid any deep flexion (bending) exercises
such as this one.
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Exercise 12: Arrow
Why: Helps to improve posture, working your upper back and deep neck flexors.
Also strengthens your back extensor muscles and improves trunk stability.
Position: Lie on your stomach with your forehead on a towel and arms at your
sides with palms face up. Your feet, knees, and thighs are heavy and stay on the
mat throughout the exercises. Do not tense them!
Action: Zip up your abdominal muscles like putting on a tight pair of jeans and
hollow out your pelvis.
Lift your chest and head off the mat, keeping your nose pointed down. Raise your
arms up and reach for the end of the mat. Feel your shoulder blades working by
pulling your arms up and together.
Hold this position for 3-5 breaths, breathing in and out. Repeat 3-5 times.
Notes: Keep looking down and reaching out through the crown of your head.
Keep abs zipped up and shoulders sliding down your back. You may place a
small pillow or towel under your pelvis so you won’t overextend your lumbar
spine.
Advanced Level Arrow: Shown below.

Beginner/Intermediate Level Arrow: Keep your forehead on the pillow and just
raise your arms up and lengthen through the spine. Feel your shoulder blades
come together gently as you raise your arms up and back with your tummy tight.

Caution: Extension is
not recommended for
those with spinal
stenosis.
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Exercise 13: Cobra/ Elbow Press
Why: To teach you how to do a back extension stretch with proper form.
Strengthens and stabilizes your scapula/shoulder blades.
Position: Lie prone (on your stomach) with legs long and hands under your
shoulders.
Action: Press into your hands, peeling your upper body up off the mat. Draw
your abdominal muscles up and in to lift you through the ribcage. Keep your
pubic bone and legs pressed into the mat. Repeat this stretch 4-6 times.
Advanced Level Cobra as described above:

Beginner Level Elbow Press: As you press up, slide your elbows under your
shoulders. Press your forearms and elbows into the mat to widen your chest and
scapula.

Notes: You may place a small pillow or towel under your pelvis so you won’t
overextend your lumbar spine.

Caution: Extension is not recommended for those with spinal stenosis.
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Exercise 14: Swimming/ Leg Extension
Why: To strengthen the erector spinae muscles of your back while learning to
stabilize your core with arm and leg mobilization.
Position: Lie prone (on your stomach) with legs long and arms overhead.
Action: Tighten your abdominal muscles by hollowing out your pelvis. Tighten
the muscles in the back of your thighs and buttocks as you extend one leg and
the opposite arm overhead. Keep your core stable, lengthening your arms and
legs from your center. Be sure your chin stays down, and feel the length through
the back of your spine.
Breathe in and out as you switch for 6-8 sets.
Advanced Level Swimming as described above:

Beginner Level Leg Extension:
Position: Lie with your forehead resting on hands overhead.
Action: Tighten your abdominals and the muscles in the back of your thighs and
buttocks as you extend one leg at a time up through the thigh. Repeat 6-8 times
on each side. Inhale as you extend and exhale to lower your leg.
Notes: Use a pillow under your pelvis if needed to relieve pressure in the lumbar
spine.

Caution: Extension is
not recommended for
those with spinal
stenosis.
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Exercise 15: Shell Stretch
Why: To stretch and flex your whole spine from your lower back up to your
shoulders. Do this stretch following any back extension exercises, specifically
those on your stomach.
Position: From a stomach lying position, use your hands to push your chest off
the mat, then fold at your waist and press your bottom back to your heels.
Action: Inhale and exhale deeply as you feel the stretch from your neck and
shoulders all the way down to your lower back and hips. Let your chest just sink
down between your knees and your head relax between your arms.

Caution: Some of you with knee conditions may not be able to sit back this far.
Place a pillow under your thighs for more support and less bend at the knees.
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Exercise 16: Cat Stretch
Why: Mobilize your spine from your pelvis into flexion and extension.
Position: Get on your hands and knees with your hands directly under your
shoulders and knees under your hips. Elbows should not be locked.
Action:
Flexion - Exhale as you gently rock your pelvis/hips under as if you were tucking
your tail between your legs like a dog.

Extension - Inhale as you release your tail out, lengthening it as you move your
pelvis down and forward. Lift your chest and extend your spine long.

Move slowly in and out of flexion and extension, keeping within a comfortable
range of motion, for 6-8 repetitions.
Notes: Think of lengthening out your spine from the crown of your head to your
tailbone as you stick your rear end out.
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Exercise 17: Tummy Vacuum with Arm and Leg Extension
Why: To learn to stabilize your center while moving your limbs. Improves your
pelvic stability and strengthens your gluteal muscles.
Position: Get on your hands and knees with your hands directly under your
shoulders and knees under hips. Elbows should not be locked.

Beginner Level Tummy Vacuum: Keeping your spine still, imagine squeezing
or vacuuming a marble up into your belly button as you exhale. Now inhale and
drop the marble to the floor again without moving your spine.
You should feel your transverse abdominal muscles working deeply on a line
between your hipbones. Repeat 8-10 times.
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Intermediate Level Leg Extension: As you inhale, start extending one leg
behind you and then raise it until it is just parallel with the floor.

Your hips should stay level and square with the
floor. Exhale and return to start.
Repeat 4-6 times per side, alternating legs.

Advanced Level Opposite Arm and Leg Extension: Keeping your spine and
waist long, extend one leg back and up, as you simultaneously extend the
opposite arm just parallel to the floor. Alternate 4-6 repetitions on each side.

Notes: Keep your trunk as still and unmoving as
you can. Lengthen out from your tailbone to the
crown of your head. Draw your belly button in like
the Tummy Vacuum, but do not round your spine.
Keep your chest open and neck long. Remember,
there is no tension in your upper body.
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Exercise 18: Side Kicks/ Front and Back
Why: Stabilize your pelvis and shoulder girdle in a side-lying position while
strengthening the muscles at your hip. Helps to improve gait (walking) mobility
and stride length!
Position: Lie on your side with ribs and hips aligned. Make sure your legs are
long and “piked” slightly ahead of your pelvis for balance. Rest your head on your
bottom arm and place your top hand on the mat, in front of your abs.
Action: Raise your top leg to hip level. Keeping your torso still, swing your leg
forward and backward. Inhale and flex your foot as you swing your leg forward;
exhale as you point your foot and swing your leg back. Repeat 6-8 times and
then switch sides.

Notes: Keep your leg and waist long and reaching at hip level. Your body stays
still and unmoving. Think of a pendulum swinging from a solid, stable middle. The
muscles at your waist stay tight.

Modifications: Bend your bottom leg for extra stability if you feel off-balance.
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Exercise 19: Side Kicks/Clam
Why: Stabilize your pelvic girdle while strengthening your deep gluteal muscles
to reduce sciatic pain and piriformis syndrome.
Position: Lie on your side with knees bent at a 90-degree angle. Lengthen at
your waist and place your top hand with pressure on the back of your hip joint.
Action: Squeeze your heels together and open your knees. If you have enough
pressure on your hip, this should feel a bit tight--like trying to open a clam.

Notes: Keep your hips very still. If you allow any rolling motion, the exercise will
not be effective.
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Exercise 20: Advanced Level Side Kicks/ Heel Clicks
Why: Stabilize your pelvis and shoulder girdle in a side-lying position while
strengthening your obliques. This is a more advanced exercise and you will really
feel it in the muscles at your waist.
Position: Lie on your side with ribs and hips aligned, feet slightly ahead of your
pelvis. Rest your head on your bottom arm and place your top hand in front of
your abs.
Action: Raise your top leg to hip level with toes pointing up. Keeping your torso
still, “close the hatch” by bringing your bottom leg up to meet your top leg. Slowly
lower your bottom leg, keeping your top leg still. Repeat 6-8 times and then
switch sides.

Notes: Keep your feet in turnout position so your heels can click together. Keep
your top leg and waist long and reaching at hip level.
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Exercise 21: Arm Opener
Why: To stretch the muscles of your chest and shoulders, and increase mobility
in your shoulders and middle back.
Position: Lie on your side with a pillow under your head and knees bent at a 90degree angle. Reach both arms straight out from your shoulders, with one hand
on top of the other.
Action: Inhale and reach your top arm up and around until your torso is rotated
open and you are looking at the ceiling. Exhale and, leading with the top hip and
waist, pull your arm straight back across your body. Use your abdominal muscles
to initiate this movement.

Notes: Feel the stretch across your chest. You should also feel a gentle twisting
stretch in your spine. If the stretch feels too intense at your shoulder joint, bend
your arm at the elbow.
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Beginner Level 1 Exercise Sequence:

1.

Abdominal Bracing with Arm Sequence

2. Articulating Bridge with Toe Heel Taps

3.

Shoulder Shrugs

3.

Scapular Protraction/Retraction

4. Knee Sways

5. Hundreds bent knees

6. Single Leg Stretch/Head Down

7. Rollup with ball

8. Leg Circles/Bent Knee

10.

Mermaid in chair
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Beginner Level continued-

11. Spine Stretch in chair

12. Arrow head on towel

13. Elbow press

14. Leg Extension on your stomach

15. Shell Stretch

16. Cat Stretch

17. Tummy Vacuum

18. Side Kicks/Front and Back

19. Side Kicks/ Clam

21. Arm Opener
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Intermediate Level 2 Exercise Sequence:

1.

Tabletop with Leg Extension

2.

Bridge with Marching

4.

Knee Sways/Feet down

5.

Hundreds in tabletop

6.

Single Leg Stretch with Head Float

7.

Rollup with band

8.

Leg Circles/with Band

9.

Teaser with bent knees

10.

Mermaid
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Intermediate Level continued-

11.

Spine Stretch

12.

Arrow /Head up or down

13.

Cobra

14.

Leg extension on stomach

15.

Shell Stretch

16.

Cat Stretch

17.

Tummy Vacuum with Leg Extension

18.

Side Kicks/Front and Back

19.

Side Kicks/Clam

21.

Arm Opener
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Advanced Level 3 Exercise Sequence:

1.

Tabletop Neutral Spine/Opposite Arm and Leg

2.

Bridge/Leg Extension

4.

Knee Sway/ Legs in Tabletop

5.

Hundreds Legs Extended

6.

Single Leg Stretch/Head Float

7.

Rollups

8.

Leg Circles

9.

Teaser

10.

Mermaid

11.

Spine Stretch Forward
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Advanced Level continued-

12.

Arrow with head lifted

13.

Cobra

14.

Swimming

15.

Shell Stretch

16.

Cat Stretch

17.

Kneeling Arm and Leg Extension

20. Side Kicks/Heel Clicks

21.

Arm Opener
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